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MAKE SURE TO CHECK OUT THE OFFICIAL JUDSON HIGH SCHOOL WEBSITE.
 LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK!
http://judsonhsjournalism.weebly.com/
Easy Brownies Recipe
By Daniel Pokrifka

FBI tracked 'fake news'
believed to be from Russia on
Election Day
Chosen by: George Aziz
Taken from CNN article by
Shimon Prokupecz, Pamela
Brown and Evan Perez

Step 1: Preheat oven to 350
degrees F (175 degrees C).
Step 2: Grease and flour an 8-inch
square pan. In a large saucepan,
melt 1/2 cup butter.

Now before we begin, Fake News
is a piece in the newspaper where
George locates news that people
are debating about whether it is
genuine or not. This is supposed
to help you be aware of what is
happening in the outside world.

The FBI monitored social media
on Election Day last year in an
effort to track a suspected
Russian disinformation campaign
utilizing "fake news," CNN has
learned.
In the months leading up to
Step 4: Spread batter into prepared Election Day, Twitter and
pan. Bake in preheated oven for 25 Facebook were the feeding
to 30 minutes. Make sure y ou don’t grounds for viral "news" stories
cook them too long.
floating conspiracies and hoaxes,
many aimed at spreading
negative
Step 3: Remove from heat, and stir
in 1 cup powdered sugar, beat in 2
eggs, and 1 teaspoon vanilla. Beat
in 1/3 cup cocoa, 1/2 cup flour,
salt, and baking powder.

The Mysterious Traveler
By: Zachary Christiansen
This is going to be a fictional
series throughout each
newspaper, so stay tuned if you
enjoy the story!

In a dimension far different from
ours is another world. A world
where magic is possible and a
battle between the forces of good
and evil ensues. Our story begins
in a simple city, a city that has
been over run with Heartless.
Four people were left in the entire
city. One, a traveler from another
land, and the other three, fierce
warriors fighting the war between
the light and dark. The trio of
friends is named Razor, Jamie,
and Isaac.
Razor is laced in white armor and

Brownies, cont.
Step 5: When they are done let
them cool and enjoy them while
they’re warm!
Step 6: Enjoy!
____________________________

The Quarantine of Isolation
by Kevin Shi

Are you familiar with the
school you are currently enrolled
in? Of course. However, there is a
group of people you may never
approach: the English Language
Development class. This is pathetic
that I am mentioning the full name
of this class for those who never
had a chance to know. Do you
know how many students are in the
ELD class? The fact is, most
people in regular class neglect the
presence of the ELD class.
The ELD program in high
school has prevented the students
from socializing at school. The
course arrangement for ELD
students makes them have less
chance to take class with other
students in school. Also, people
pay no attention to who is actually
in that class. For example, most
people don’t know that how many
people are in the ELD class. They
would have a hard time socializing
with us, but we won’t have a hard
time socializing with them. We
should simply make friends with
them instead of waiting for them to
come to us and say hi, which it
seems is never going to happen. It
is not awkward to join their group

“Fake News” cont.
false claims about Hillary Clinton.
On Election Day, dozens of
agents and analysts huddled at a
command center arrayed with
large monitoring screens at the
FBI headquarters in Washington
watching for security threats,
according to multiple sources.
That included analysts monitoring
cyber threats, after months of
mounting Russian intrusions
targeting every part of the US
political system, from political
parties to policy think-tanks to
state election systems.

On this day, there was also a
group of FBI cyber and
counterintelligence analysts and
investigators watching social
media.
FBI analysts had identified social
media user accounts behind
stories, some based overseas,
and the suspicion was that at
least some were part of a Russian
disinformation campaign,
according to two sources familiar
with the investigation.
The FBI declined to comment for
this story.
For the FBI, this was
uncomfortable territory, given the
First Amendment's free speech
protections even for fake news
stories.

Mysterious Traveler, cont.
wields a golden sword with four
rubies embedded in it.  Jamie
uses magic, her specialty is fire
and lightning. Her spell book also
allows her to use spells of other
elements. Isaac is the only of the
three to use a keyblade, he uses
the leopardus keyblade and
specializes in lightning and time
magic. The trio evacuated the city
when the heartless attacked.
“Ok, everyone out of the city,”
Jamie yelled.
“Good now we can really let
loose!” Razor said with a toothy
smile.
“Let's split up so we can cover
more ground,” Isaac suggested.
“Good idea,” Jamie replied
Suddenly a mysterious traveler
from another land jumped down
from on top of a building, creating
a cloud of dust around him as he
landed.
“So you're the defenders of this
world?” he asked.
“Yeah, you got a problem with
that? Because I can fix that real
quick!” Razor said with emphasis.
“Chill out Razor, maybe he can
help us,” Jamie said.
“My name is Roxas,” Roxas
continued. “I'm here to help you
defend this world.”
He wore a black jacket with a
hood. He wielded the oblivion
keyblade, a keyblade that
specialized in dark type magic. He
removed his hood to reveal his
blonde spiked hair.
“Ok fine, you can come with me,”
Isaac said.

Quarantine of Isolation, cont.
and talk to them.  Culture
exchange is a very important part
of making friends with them. You
may learn some very interesting
things and have a eye-opener
friend.

ELD students easily get taken
advantage of or become the target
of verbal bullying. Low
understanding of English may
cause people to get frustrated
when talking to them. Some
students view this
information-limited little group as
the butt of jokes or object for
teasing. ELD students are very
honest to take things seriously and
literally, so joking to them might
have a terrible result.
For example, even when we are
joking, they sometimes can’t
differentiate whether it’s a joke or
the truth. The most important thing
is, when most of them get bullied,
they would rather be quiet about it
than report it. Lacking the ability to
report issues make ELD students
easily get targeted.
The English only policy in the
classroom does not mean people
can improve English faster if we
enforce this policy. This rule should
be applying when there is

“Fake News” cont.
"We were right on the edge of
Constitutional legality," a person
briefed on the investigation said.
"We were monitoring news."
As the hours ticked by on Election
Day, teams at the FBI, Homeland
Security Department and the
Office of the Director of National
Intelligence held conference calls
every three hours with a team at
the Situation Room in the White
House to discuss possible
problems, according to multiple
sources.
Minor issues popped up in
far-flung parts of the country, from
Alaska to Georgia.
At the end of day, top officials
exchanged congratulations for an
election day that was completed
without disruptions of the vote.
One Obama White House official
responded to the messages of
congratulations with the opposite
view, saying the US government
response to the Russian
operation was "a failure of
imagination."
"Are you kidding?" that official
recalled saying to others at the
White House as they celebrated a
successful election. "What they
did worked!"
What do you think? REAL OR
FAKE? That is the question.
Leave a comment at our website
http://judsonhsjournalism.weebly.
com/
__________________________

Mysterious Traveler, cont.
The team split up and took out
heartless after heartless. Jamie
used her magic to take out
multitudes at a time. Razor used
his Yato blade, leaping around
and spinning like a buzz saw,
shredding through heartless like
an animal. Isaac and Roxas used
combinations of lightning magic
and dark fire magic. After a few
hours, the warriors were able to
clear the city of heartless.
They all regrouped, and Roxas
explained himself.
    “I'm a keyblade wielder from
the keyblade corps,” Roxas
explained
    “Ok, at least we know we can
trust you,” Jamie said in relief.
    “Trust is something he needs to
earn!” Razor said with a snarl.
    “I agree with Razor, trust is
scarce in this misery driven
universe,” Isaac said.
Suddenly, a dark cloud appeared
and a booming voice came from it
saying, “So you defeated my
advance team, as I expected,.”
“Who are you?” Razor demanded
    “You will know in time.” The
voice replied.
    “I am especially interested in
you, young dragon,” said the
voice.
The cloud then disappeared; the
warriors were confused about
what just happened.

Quarantine of Isolation, cont.
existence of people who can’t
speak their language. This rule is
protecting the basic respect
between two cultures, two
languages, and two countries. The
English only policy seems easy to
follow for students who can speak
English well, but it can seem
exceptionally cruel to ELD
students. We never stand a chance
to know how frustrated they are
when they have issues to say. We
never know how desperate they
are trying to express themselves.
People would never know the
despair when they give up
reporting issues because of this
controversial school policy.
Ostracizing others
is ostracizing ourselves. Will
people keep them ostracized or
recognize them as their
schoolmates?

Sports Schedule
Volleyball
Thursday  9/28  Aveson  4:15
Away (H)
Wednesday  10/4  Aveson  4:15
Away
Thursday  10/5  Sequoyah  4:00
Away
Tuesday  10/10  New Harvest
3:30  Away
Thursday  10/12  Southwestern
4:00  Away (H)
Tuesday  10/17  New Harvest
3:30  Away (H)
Thursday  10/19  Waverly  7:30
Away
Tuesday  10/24  Playoffs Begin

Mysterious Traveler, cont.
“Well at least we know who has
been behind all these heartless
attacks recently,” Jamie said.
“Hey Razor, why did he mean
Young Dragon when he was
talking to you?” Isaac asked.
“I have no clue,” Razor said with a
concerned look on his face.
“Well Roxas, welcome to the
team, we can use all the help we
can get at this point!"

Football
Thursday 9/28 Sequoyah 4:00
Home

Thursday 10/5 Sequoyah 7:30
Away

Tuesday 10/10 Orangewood
5:00 Away

Wednesday 10/11 Glendale 4:30
Away

ELD Survey results:
Average English Speaking Rate at
school: 47%
Socialization: In class and lunch
time.
More than 50% of ELD students
have difficulty explaining things in
English at school.

Thursday 10/12 Aveson 4:00
Away

Tuesday 10/17 Glendale 4:30
Home

Wednesday 10/18 Aveson 4:00
Away

Friday 10/20-22 Tournament
Away
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Brain Teasers - by Khiam Potts      (Answers on next page)
1Q: Why did Moses take two of each animal into his Ark?
2Q: Read this out out loud
3Q: A man repainted his house, how long did it take to paint it?
4Q: Mr. and Mrs. Smith have seven daughters. If each daughter has a brother, how many
children do Mr. and Mrs. Smith have?
5Q: What do you call a royal Sandwich?

